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As growth-stage companies execute their go-to-market strategy, we’ve found that two of the 

most important metrics to focus on are gross and net retention. Gross retention measures  

what percent of existing revenue or logos (without upsell) is renewed on an annual basis.  

Net retention includes the effect of upsell. If you are a $20M annual recurring revenue business, a  

20% improvement in net revenue retention will double the relative size of your business in five years.  

Growth-stage companies have passed the test of early customer proof points; as they continue  

to grow, it becomes increasingly important to focus on building a sustainable and successful  

customer base. We put together this growth hack to share the best practices we’ve seen from the 

50+ companies we’ve partnered with over our 13 years of investing in growth-stage businesses. 

We explore how these businesses have implemented powerful customer success strategies to  

perpetuate a positive trajectory for themselves and their customers.

 
ABOUT SGE 

Susquehanna Growth Equity (SGE) is unlike the typical investment model: our firm is backed solely by bootstrapped  

entrepreneurs. This enables us to invest on your timeline and be incredibly flexible in our investment size and structure,  

as well as in how we work with our entrepreneurs. We are consistently partnering with and coaching our entrepreneurs  

with the long game in mind…

When we partner with you, we promise to offer guidance, while not forcing an operational playbook often imposed by our 

peers. We’d love to join you on your journey and be a trusted advisor as you grow your business. If you’re actively raising or 

considering raising capital, we would love to speak with you. Please don’t hesitate to reach out to us at info@sgep.com.

Disclaimer: This publication contains general information and is not intended to be comprehensive nor to provide investment, legal, tax or other 
professional advice or services. This publication is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, and it should not be acted on or relied upon 
or used as a basis for any investment or other decision or action that may affect you or your business. Before taking any such decision, you should 
consult suitability qualified professional advisers. SGE does not serve as your investment, legal, tax or other professional. SGE does not control you or 
the decisions you make with respect to investment, legal, tax or other professional advice. Although reasonable effort has been made to ensure the 
accuracy of the information contained in this publication, this cannot be guaranteed and neither SGE nor any of its subsidiaries or any affiliate thereof 
or other related entity shall have any liability to any person or entity which relies on the information contained in this publication, including incidental 
or consequential damages arising from errors or omissions. Each situation related to these materials is unique and needs individualized analysis.   
Any such reliance is solely at the user’s risk.
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Questions this growth hack will answer
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What is a  
Customer  
Success  

Manager (CSM)  
responsible for?

How should I 
mature my  
customer  
success  

function?

Why does  
customer  

success matter?

How does  
Account  

Management 
(AM) fit in?

Where do I 
start?

What does the 
CS engagement 

process  
look like?
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What is customer 
success (CS)?

How should I  
compensate  

CSMs and AMs?

How do I  
measure  

customer health?

How should I 
adapt my strategy 

in SMB vs.  
Enterprise?
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The case for customer success

The growing pains that come with scaling your business-to-business (B2B) software or  
marketplace business certainly apply to customer success. As a company expands, it must  
maintain a balance between retaining its existing customer base and acquiring new customers. 
Over time, a strong customer success team becomes essential. By applying a plan and  
framework, you can ease the growing pains and prevent those pains from impacting your  
growth and customer satisfaction. 

BEFORE SaaS

1.  90% of the customer relationship ended when the ink was dry on the purchase contract

2.  Maintenance was more about providing insurance in case something broke, rather than  
paying for access to product innovation

These facts change dramatically with a subscription model, where the bulk (often over 80%)  
of the economic value of a new customer contract lies beyond Year 1. Customer support has  
existed for a long time, but customer success is still relatively new. 

I understand the goal of having happy customers,  
but I have a ton of other priorities around building  
my product and finding new customers.  
Why should customer success be a priority?”

“

EXISTING  
CUSTOMERS

NEW 
CUSTOMERS
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The goals of customer success are simple

 
The good news: there are now great examples of how the world’s best customer success  
organizations go about achieving each of these goals.

Our focus on driving value for customers leads to  
two things: (1) mitigating churn by ensuring they 
are achieving business outcomes, and (2) creating 
growth opportunities. When customers realize  
value in your products or services, they are naturally  
willing to invest more in the partnership over time.” 
– NATALIE FEDIE | VP OF CUSTOMER VALUE, HIGHRADIUS

“

Drive value for the customer

Drive upsell

Increase customer satisfaction

Reduce churn

1

3

2

4
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What exactly does customer success do?

Customer success is a cross-functional effort (marketing, sales, product, etc.) best reflected  
by a team that focuses on customer satisfaction, retention, and value. Customer success aims to 
keep your company’s customers loyal. Why is it cross-functional? Because other functions should 
keep this goal in mind, as well as iterate on their processes and approach as customer success 
does. Some of customer success’ responsibilities include: 

•   Understanding and mapping the customer journey (then adjusting internal processes to match 

and accommodate the customers’ goals)

•   Onboarding and training customers to ensure product usage and value

•   Proactively engaging customers along the journey (with an intentional cadence and message)

•   Ensuring product usage, adoption, renewal, and upsell (and taking steps that would prevent churn)

LET’S DRAW A DISTINCTION BETWEEN CUSTOMER SUCCESS, 
CUSTOMER SUPPORT, AND SALES

CUSTOMER SUCCESS CUSTOMER SUPPORT SALES

Proactive:
Reps (CSMs and/or AMs) typically 

work hard to engage with  
customers frequently, and  

endeavor to reach them before a 
problem is discovered.

Reactive:
Support quickly resolves  

customer issues.

Proactive and Reactive:
Reps may work on an inbound  

or outbound basis, driving  
conversations to close new deals.

Customer-centric:
Reps are responsible for the  

overall success of the customer’s 
project (hence the relationship  

is ongoing).

Product-centric:
Support only deals with defects or 

shortcomings in the product or  
service delivered.

Closing-centric:
Reps are incented to close deals 
ASAP, so the relationship typically 
changes after the sale has been  

won or lost.

Source of Revenue:
Reps often have a renewal  

and/or upsell goal. 

Source of Costs:
Support is viewed as a  

cost center.

Source of Revenue:
Reps typically have sales quotas  
and are directly responsible for  

revenue generation.
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Why the investment in customer success matters

LET’S FIRST DEFINE SOME OF THE METRICS USED TO GAUGE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 
CUSTOMER SUCCESS:

•   MRR: Monthly Recurring Revenue. The value of your recurring revenue component  
(subscriptions) over the course of a month. 

•   ARR: Annual Recurring Revenue. The value of your recurring revenue component over a year. 
ARR = MRR * 12

•   Gross Retention: A measure of the dollars your company retained after accounting for churn 
and downsell (capped at 100% because it does not include upsell).  
(Starting ARR – Downsell – Churn) / Starting ARR

•   Net Retention: Same thing as gross retention, except it takes upsell into account. Net retention 
can be above 100% in the case that expansion outpaces churn. 
(Starting ARR + Expansion – Downsell – Churn) / Starting ARR

•   Logo Retention: A measure of how many customers you retained. 
(Starting Customers – Churned Customers) / Starting Customers

•   Churn: Rate at which revenue/customers are lost because they cancel their subscription.

 
EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS

Starting ARR $25.0 

New Customer ARR Added $5.0 

Upsell ARR $2.8 

Downsell ARR ($1.1)

Churned ARR ($1.2)

Ending ARR $30.5 

Gross Revenue Retention:

$25.0 - $1.1 - $1.2 = 91%

$25.0 

Net Revenue Retention:

$25.0 + $2.8 - $1.1 - $1.2 = 102%

$25.0 

Logo Retention:

250 - 30 = 88%

250 

Starting Customers 250

Customers Added 55

Customers Lost (30)

Ending Customers 275
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Why the investment in customer success matters 

VALUE OF NET REVENUE RETENTION

Effective customer success can be the difference between building a good company and a great one. Take 
for example, a $20M ARR business that is consistently adding $5M per year in ARR from new customers.

Let’s look at that same business over a 5-year period, but with different net revenue retention rates.

Each 5% bump in net retention results in a roughly $10M bump in ending ARR. Multiply that by a  
5x or 10x ARR multiple, and you’ve created $50-100M of value by increasing net retention by 5%.

Precisely because the impact of net retention grows as your customer base grows, focusing on 
your existing customers presents a major revenue growth opportunity. It is typically easier (and 
cheaper) to make an impact on revenue through your existing base than through new customer 
acquisition. You have relationships with and data about your existing customers. You know who 
the stakeholders are. They already know your product and how well it works.

Contrast that with a prospective customer. They’re hard to find, hard to reach, and you have very 
limited data about them. It requires sales and marketing spend—which can often have a mixed 
return on investment, and therefore requires constant oversight and calibration. The lesson:  
dollars invested in customer success will often drive higher returns to ARR growth than investing 
those same dollars in new customer acquisition. 

Net Retention’s Effect on ARR

YEAR

A
R

R

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

$10

$20

$30

$40

$50

$60

$70

$80

$90

$100

95% 100% 105% 110% 115% 120%
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Why the investment in customer success matters  

VALUE OF GROSS REVENUE RETENTION

Let’s now look at a $25M ARR business that is consistently adding $10M per year in ARR from  
new customers. Then, let’s look at that same business over 5 years, but with different gross  
retention rates.

Each 1% improvement in gross retention buys you ~$8M in added value at a 5x multiple and  
~$16M at a 10x multiple, without even accounting for the effect it would have on overall ARR 
growth (and as a result, the multiple that would be applied in any transaction).

Gross Retention Ending ARR

85% $48.2

86% $49.6

87% $51.0

88% $52.5

89% $54.1

90% $55.7

91% $57.4

92% $59.1

93% $60.9

94% $62.7

95% $64.6

Valuation Multiple

5x 10x

$240.89 $481.79

$247.94 $495.87

$255.22 $510.44

$262.74 $525.49

$270.53 $541.05

$278.57 $557.13

$286.88 $573.75

$295.46 $590.92

$304.33 $608.65

$313.48 $626.97

$322.94 $645.88
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Why the investment in customer success matters 

ANOTHER BONUS: 2ND ORDER REVENUE 

“2nd order revenue” is a term popularized to describe the additional revenue streams that stem 
from well-executed customer success (i.e. delighting your customers). It may be hard to measure 
the far-reaching effects your customer success can have, but it’s anecdotally apparent at every 
growing software company (and being measured in some cases). Some ways 2nd order revenue  
is realized: 

      Delighted customers tell their friends about your product and those friends  
become customers 

       Delighted customers bring your product into a new organization when they  
leave their existing company 

      Delighted customers act as references, provide case studies, sit on advisory panels,  
speak about you at trade shows, etc.

The reverse is also true; think about your lost customers who go on to become your  
competitor’s references. Nothing is more damaging in a sales cycle than a former customer  
extolling the value of an alternative solution.

1

2

3
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Customer health is a metric that combines qualitative and quantitative metrics to gauge  
the strength of your company’s relationship with your customer (i.e. how likely are they to  
renew/upsell/churn?). It measures the effectiveness of your customer success efforts.  
Every company approaches customer health differently. For most, it’s a combination of  
objective and subjective measures.

As companies grow more advanced, the recognized best practice is to create a quantitative  
calculation, weighing various metrics and variables to arrive at a data-driven conclusion on  
customer health. Weight metrics based on how strongly correlated they are with actual customer 
health. When you have a data-driven calculation, your customer success team is better able to  
prioritize accounts to ensure you’re allocating time and resources optimally. You can do this in  
Excel, but we highly suggest (once you scale your CS function) to operationalize via a tool like 
Gainsight, Totango, or a host of others. 

One of our companies, BoomTown, focuses their customer health 
score around whether their product is driving direct economic  
value for their customer – and they share that dashboard with  
customers (refer to the example dashboard to the right). The  
dashboard bridges the company with the customer, helps keep  
the focus on customer value, and gives CSMs a talking point at 
customer check-ins so that they can play a strategic advisor role.

Measuring success through customer health 
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Measuring success through customer health 

CATEGORY METRIC DEFINITION/VALUE SCALE EXAMPLES
Quantitative
(non-survey)

Average 
revenue  
per  
account

Average revenue contributed per customer (on an account 
level). The bigger the customer, the more likely they are to 
continue to use your product (they’ve taken the time to invest 
and implement it, they likely have a depth of usage through 
seats purchased, etc.).

Lowhigh, or Lowest-priced 
packagemost expensive 
package

Customer  
support  
tickets

The number of customer support tickets (i.e. requests for help) 
that come through. You don’t want to be too low (due to lack 
of usage), or too high. Every company’s optimal number of 
customer support tickets differs.

Too low / too highOptimal 
number

Renewals The number of past renewals: the longer they’ve been a  
customer (particularly at a sweet spot, e.g. 3 years) the more 
likely they are to remain a customer.

0 past renewals4+ renewals

Upsell Have you managed to upsell to this customer? Upsell  
correlates with product usage/depth, satisfaction, and  
likelihood to renew.

No upsellMultiple (e.g. 2+) 
upsell

Usage:  
overall

The number of logins or percentage of seat usage: used to 
measure the extent to which your customer uses your product.

Low usageHigh usage

Usage:  
stickiest  
features

Usage of your best features (that your loyal customers love 
the most, that offer the greatest ROI/value proposition) is a 
great indicator of stickiness. Track specific methods of usage 
to answer how effective your onboarding and training were, 
and how likely your customers are to succeed from using your 
best feature(s). 

Low usageHigh usage

Quantitative 
(requires  
surveying*)

CES Customer Effort Score: a metric on a five-point scale that 
gauges how difficult it is to use your product or service. Tends 
to be better than NPS at uncovering gaps in your product.

1 (very difficult)5 (very easy)

CSAT Customer Satisfaction: a satisfaction question on a  
five-point scale.

1 (very unsatisfied)5 (very 
satisfied)

NPS Net Promoter Score: measures customer loyalty to your product/
brand on a 0-10 scale. Tends to be considered a more  
“holistic” measure than CSE and CSAT in terms of measuring  
the customer experience, as the question is broader and  
results in segments of people.

0-6 (detractor)7-8  
(passive) 9-10 (promoter)

In the table below, we’ve categorized and defined some example metrics. Metrics can be quantitative 
(gathered through data you should already have, such as revenue, or gathered through extra  
efforts, like NPS), qualitative (subjective-based through CSM-customer interactions), or a mix.  
Regardless, you can create a scale for each metric, weight them by importance, and ideally arrive 
at a score that correlates with how likely the customer is to churn, renew, or upsell.

It’s unlikely you would use all of these metrics (e.g. NPS and CSAT) – it just depends on what you 
value, which metrics are the best predictors of retention for your business, and the maturity of 
your CS organization.
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Measuring success through customer health 

CATEGORY METRIC DEFINITION/VALUE SCALE EXAMPLES
Mix Stakeholders How many engaged users or advocates of your product do 

reps talk with regularly? Have any stakeholders churned? The 
more advocates (particularly stakeholders that are higher up in 
the company), the more likely your customer is to remain.

1 stakeholder and/or churned 
stakeholdersMultiple (e.g. 
5+) stakeholders

TTV Time to Value: the “aha” moment for your customer, when 
you’ve attained perceived value from the customer’s perspective. 
This benchmark is a mix of quantitative and qualitative because 
there’s no one-size-fits-all solution—it’s a mix of subjective  
elements and what your data points to for what helps your  
customers stick. Examples include completion of onboarding, 
once a certain number of seats have been purchased, or  
interaction(s) with a core/sticky feature. Whatever the  
benchmark, the behavior should be exhibited by most 
retained users and only by a few churned users. 

UnattainedAttained TTV

Qualitative / 
subjective

CS rep risk 
assessment

A subjective gauge set by the CS rep that owns the account, 
estimating the risk of the customer churning or downselling. 
Can be gauged through multiple factors, such as:
• Discussion of churn and/or downsell
• Quality and outcomes of onboarding and training
•  [Typically in enterprise] QBRs (how many times per quarter 

has the CS rep talked to the customer? Did key stakeholders 
join that QBR? Was interesting insight drawn from the con-
versation—and acted on to ensure the customer’s success?).

Likelihood of renewal: 0% 
(not at all likely)100%  
(extremely likely)

Executive 
engagement

Does someone on your company’s side have a relationship 
with a decision-maker on the customer side? When there is 
executive engagement, the relationship is deeper, and the 
customer is more likely to engage with your product.

No exec engagement 
Multiple relationships / forms 
of engagement

Referrals Have your customers referred you to other leads or accounts? 
Referrals correlate with loyalty and satisfaction.

0 referralsMultiple (e.g. 3+) 
referrals OR referenceable

*  Note that most companies only use one of these “survey-required” metrics. NPS, CES, etc. all measure something different,  
but essentially all aim to reflect and extrapolate on the likelihood of renewal and customer satisfaction.
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No—the toughest hurdle will be determining causality (e.g., what factors create churn/upsell)  
and leveraging the data to proactively shepherd your customers along their value-realization  
and expansion journey.

When the correct customer health metrics are identified, they will not only help predict the status 
of individual clients, but also help you understand where to increase adoption of features across 
multiple customers, what features to develop to help improve the user experience, or what 
additional documentation/training needs to be created. In most cases, tracking and measuring 
customer health data shouldn’t be just a customer success initiative; it should be a cross-functional 
project involving sales, marketing, product, and customer success.

The customer health score algorithm should also evolve over time. The things you believed would 
be predictive of retention may turn out to be less predictive than you thought. One best practice 
among leading customer success organizations is back-testing their customer health algorithm 
when it appears to be losing its predictive value (i.e. when the number of “surprise” churns ticks 
above a reasonable threshold). 

Following are two examples of how customer success leaders within our portfolio have  
approached customer success metrics. 

Isn’t data like this difficult to collect?

You don’t have to be a data scientist! However,  
another important set of metrics you should track in 
your technology solution are the key performance 
indicators that drive value for your customer. These  
leading indicators will provide a predictive analysis of  
whether or not your customer is on track to accomplish  
their business outcomes. If not, it will provide the insight  
to help you make an educated decision on how to get  
them back on track. 
–  NATALIE FEDIE | VP OF CUSTOMER VALUE, HIGHRADIUS

“
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Isn’t data like this difficult to collect?

In terms of time-to-value, we have a health score that translates 
into value realization, based on a couple of milestones in the  
customer lifecycle that are value-oriented: a customer’s go-live 
date (when they’re in the tool and could start getting value), and 
when a project is complete. Outside of this, a CSM can literally  
ask the customer and confirm if they’re receiving value—we’ve built in to ask 
that question during the lifecycle. We have dates tagged for value realization.” 
– JOCELYN BROWN | SVP CUSTOMERS & REVENUE, ALLOCADIA

“

After analyzing and evaluating customer health data, go through an exercise to prioritize top  
accounts team-wide (note this is for both at-risk and high upside potential customers):

•  Run through a risk mitigation and assessment exercise for top high-risk accounts

  Identify top high-risk accounts via customer health scoring or other events

  Assign a single executive (ideally) as point person each high-risk account

   Listen to the customer with complete empathy – where are we falling short of expectations, 
and what is their perspective?

   Acknowledge the customer’s frustration and assure you will be accountable to investigate and 
come back (quickly) with a go-forward plan

   Understand internal and partner perspective – move beyond feelings and understand facts.  
Acknowledge frustration.

   Evaluate what went poorly

   Brainstorm what can be improved moving forward – both at the individual account level and 
for accounts generally

   Create plan and goal for account, review with customer and agree on path forward

   Execute with clear accountability and transparency

   Follow-up and ensure execution, reevaluate risk monthly

You should also have a parallel activity where you assign incremental resourcing and focus (and 
again create and execute on a clear plan) on top high-opportunity accounts.   

Leverage these customers as references, assign executives to with them to increase usage and 
footprint, and involve them in your product road-mapping.
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Different companies approach the relationship between customer success (CS) and account  
management (AM) in various ways. In some, customer success owns renewal and upsell on top of 
usage/adoption. In others, account management (typically viewed as an exclusively sales-focused 
function) exists to own expansion and renewals. Some organizations have customer success and  
account management being accountable for both renewal and upsell – in these cases, responsibilities 
and orchestration can be increasingly difficult to manage, and need to be clearly defined.

How does account management fit in?

I think different [models] can work, but you have 
to understand the economics of the growth. You 
have to understand the type of customer you’re 
dealing with before you make that choice.  
In my long-range plan at Allocadia, I see an environment 
where I have lower-end segments where customer  
success does both adoption and renewal, but I want  
differentiated roles for our customers, primarily because 
we’re an enterprise software company.” 
– JOCELYN BROWN | SVP CUSTOMERS & REVENUE, ALLOCADIA

“
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How does account management fit in?

OUR THINKING ON THE DIFFERENT MODELS SIMPLIFIED:

Self-Service
In this category, usage/
adoption, renewal, and 

upsell are driven  
primarily by the  

customer and product. 
The role of customer 

success in driving  
renewal in a high- 

volume business like 
this will be limited and 

is often focusing on 
automating customer 

interactions.

High CS Ownership
Customer success  

owns the end-to-end 
journey: usage, adoption, 

renewal, and upsell.  
Customer success was 

created to own the 
 journey to marry  

customer value and 
sales, thereby being the 

engine for gross and  
net retention.

CS-AM Orchestration
Deals are unique and/or 
complex, with numerous 
customer stakeholders 

that often do not directly 
interact with each other. 
It may be difficult to find 
CSMs with a skillset and 

bandwidth that is  
strategically “sales-y” 

enough to own aspects 
of the customer journey 
outside of usage/adoption.  

In this model, AMs  
primarily own renewal 

and upsell (CSMs may or 
may be responsible or 

aid in driving).

VSB (Very Small Business) SMB (Small-to-Medium Business) Enterprise

Sales SalesSales

Sales/AM/CS

CS/AM

CS

CS

CS /  
Automated

Automated

Cross-sell

Upsell

Renewal

Usage &  
adoption
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The benefit of having customer success own a component of sales (e.g. upsell) is it maintains  
accountability and encourages a focus on outcomes, mitigating the danger of building silos between 
“caring for customer value” and driving revenue. Both skillsets are needed in this role for greater  
balance. Customer success should be just as—if not more—metrics-oriented than sales. Otherwise, 
the differences between your customer success and support functions can become blurred. This 
orientation helps keep customer success focused on their core mandate, and not shift focus  
to become too support- or sales-focused.

Treat the customer journey as you would on the sales side: when one opportunity closes on the 
(new) sales side, another one should open for CS (expansion). Mirror the sales stages so that you’re 
continually justifying value. You will get your Customer Success Managers (CSMs) speaking the same 
language as the sales team. Senior executives will be able to evaluate both sides of the business  
side-by-side. This mindset transforms the customer success function from a cost-center to a  
revenue-generating center.

Alternatively, selling can get complicated – especially when the stakeholder you’re selling to is  
different (e.g., when your buyer and users are different people, or you are selling to a different  
division or territory). In such a case, it is more typical for account managers to own renewals and/
or upsell. In some cases, account managers can work with sales on cross-sell (while success owns 
upsell and renewal), or be focused on expansion in conjunction with customer success.

How does account management fit in?

The debate in the industry is if it’s the CSM’s role to talk about 

expansion opportunities or to negotiate a renewal; some 

believe they’ll lose the trusted advisor relationship—but in 

fact, it’s the opposite effect. When you’re a trusted advisor, 

customers expect you to provide recommendations that will accelerate 

their success, and many times that involves an additional cost. This is 

consultative selling at its best. You need to hire the right CSMs, who have 

selling skills and are not afraid to have difficult discussions about increasing 

price or adding a solution that will drive additional value for the customer. 

–  NATALIE FEDIE | VP OF CUSTOMER VALUE, HIGHRADIUS

“
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How you incent your AMs and CSMs depends on the model you apply, and what works for  
your business. Variable compensation is often comprised of bonus, but AMs are typically  
commission-based.

Because AMs are more sales-focused, their variable compensation is typically closer to 35% of 
their total earnings. At Allocadia, 25% of the variable is based on renewal rates (for the specific  
accounts they own); 75% is based on the expansion target paid on OTE. 

If CSMs own upsell and renewal on top of usage and adoption, variable compensation’s percentage 
allocation can be higher, approaching 30%. Natalie Fedie at HighRadius emphasizes the need for 
variable to be based on both retention (~75% of variable) and upsell (~25% of variable): “If it’s solely 
based on net retention, the bad thing is that if a CSM loses a big account, there’s no way they can 
upsell themselves out of that hole. There’s no incentive to grow.” 

At Phorest (not included in the chart above due to the difference in structure), an SMB-focused 
portfolio company, the CS team is focused on driving revenue; CSMs (called “grow team”) are 
compensated (commission) as a percentage of expanded revenue or profit after targets are hit. 
As a result, the grow team is metrics-oriented in their goals and conversations with customers.

Compensation: Show me the numbers

Base

AM

Variable

Compensation Allocation

29%75%

25%

75%

25%

71%

90%
82%

10%
18%

n=5

CSM (focus is solely 
on usage/adoption) 

CSM (quota ownership - 
focus on usage, adoption, 

renewal, and upsell)

n=6 n=3

Retention Retention

Upsell Upsell
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What are the key customer engagement  
milestones? 

Adapt your engagement process according to: (1) Your customer’s journey and needs, and (2) How 
mature your customer success team is. We have created an example (more geared toward enterprise- 
focused software companies), in Gantt format to reflect important engagement milestones:

NOTE: This is ILLUSTRATIVE (will vary for each company’s context and implementation complexity)

Train Ensure usage
Ensure effective 

usage
Track, measure, iterate Expand Ongoing Renew

Weeks post- 
contract signing

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Post- 

12

3 mo.  
before end 
of contract

ONBOARD

Welcome

Kick-off

Hand-off

Training(s)

ADOPT

Set QBRs

Emails

Time-to-value  
realization

Check-in

1st QBR

Product features

Survey (gather NPS, 
CSAT, etc. over  
multiple surveys – 
e.g. annually)

EXPAND

Introduce to  
additional feature 
usage

Relationship (expand 
stakeholder base)

Webinars

RENEW

Eval survey

Discovery call

Review proposal

Renew  
subscription
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The onboarding phase can be one of the most important ways to drive value and expansion in a 
customer account. Starting off on the right foot is paramount. The quality of your onboarding can 
be a great indicator for likelihood to renew. Everything from the hand-off, training, and length of 
this phase can affect retention and revenue. Multiple portfolio companies have or are undergoing  
projects to specifically focus on shortening the length of time to onboard customers, while  
maintaining or increasing customer value realization. Some of the best practices we’ve seen in  
our portfolio include:

•   Clearly defining and agreeing on success criteria with the customer ahead of project initiation

•   Establishing circumstances when an onboarded customer would re-engage with the onboarding 
team if the CS org finds that onboarding wasn’t executed fully. Similar to trigger points you would 
apply in a sales pipeline (e.g. MQL, SQL, etc.), define triggers for successful onboarding 
 

Some additional thoughts from CS leaders within our portfolio include:

What are the key customer engagement  
milestones? 

We call the pass-off a ‘graduation,’ so the client feels like they’re achieving a  
milestone in a positive way. Upon graduating, the Onboarder makes a point to 
communicate the ongoing resources that are available to them. We set the  
expectation with the client upfront that Onboarding is only for their first  
2-4 months. Our Success Consultant team takes it from there, reaching  
out quarterly. 
–  JULIE EDWARDS | VP OF CLIENT SUCCESS, BOOMTOWN

As a best practice, our implementation team ensures the solution is set up and 
configured to meet the specific business outcomes the customer expects to 
achieve. After they go live, our Customer Success Managers track and measure 
progress toward those objectives. 
–  NATALIE FEDIE | VP OF CUSTOMER VALUE, HIGHRADIUS

“

“
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Likewise, there are now well-established best practices around the renewal cadence. As a rule, CSMs 
should not be reaching out for the first time the week or month of the renewal. The optimal number 
of days (typically 90 in B2B enterprise SaaS, 45 for SMB) should be considered and mapped out in your 
customer journey. It should be strategically incorporated in a QBR where a CSM hears feedback,  
communicates value drivers, and more – where it makes sense to then discuss the scope of the next 
year’s renewal. CS leaders within our portfolio share some of their learnings:

What are the key customer engagement  
milestones? 

Our large accounts involve strategic discussions – so there isn’t a one-size- 
fits-all for us on upsell, introducing new offerings or retention conversations.  
It’s up to the wisdom and sensibility of the account manager that oversees the 
enterprise account. 
–  AVIVA ARNON | CHIEF PEOPLE OFFICER, PAYONEER

Mistakes happen when you’re introducing someone new to the partnership  
with the sole purpose of getting the renewal signed. When the person getting  
that signature isn’t involved in the day-to-day activities of the program, it not only 
creates an uncomfortable environment for the customer, it creates a lack of trust  
in the partnership.

The goal should be that renewals are not an event at all. I have an alert going to the CSM/AM 
at 90 days for enterprise/mid-market, and 120 days for strategic accounts. Generally, I don’t 
expect that to be a surprise for either party. It should be absolutely clear that the value is 
there and they’re simply rolling over. The process should be seamless. In QBRs or other places,  
I have this concept of ‘confirming value’ with the customer – ‘How important are we to your 
business?’ The other reason I start so early in the larger accounts is that your customer’s 
sourcing team may want to use it as an ‘event,’ and you want to have solid ground when it 
comes to the procurement process. The company’s internal process can shut them off from 
communicating with us, since some companies are required to go through an RFI process. 
The strength of your relationship with a broad set of people is very important. They’re going 
to be the ones communicating the value. 
–  JOCELYN BROWN | SVP CUSTOMERS & REVENUE, ALLOCADIA

“

“
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It’s easy to think of churn as simply those customers that cancel. But it’s just as  
important to focus on those customers that downsell (continue being a customer 
but drop licenses). A loss of $10k here and $5k there is not impactful on their own, 
but those small losses can add up quickly. It’s important to understand why  
customers downsell and attack the root cause, else they will eventually go away. 
–  SUE FELLOWS | CHIEF CUSTOMER OFFICER, WORKFRONT

What are the key customer engagement  
milestones? 

Proactively monitoring customer usage data throughout the year allows you to 
develop a renewal strategy early on that includes recommending a higher usage 
tier during a budgeting cycle or increasing adoption to maximize the value of  
their investment. 
–  NATALIE FEDIE | VP OF CUSTOMER VALUE, HIGHRADIUS

“

“
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WHERE SHOULD I BE?

In understanding the path forward to get more customer success-savvy, it may be helpful to  
discern how advanced you are currently. Using the below maturity model, identify which category  
best describes where your company lies in terms of customer success maturity. Criteria is  
dependent on how developed you are as a business overall, etc on how developed you are  
as a business overall, as well as how advanced your usage of customer health metrics has become. 

Note that there is no one-size-fits-all. You may hit criteria in each row in different columns,  
but the model provides a good gauge on how advanced your customer success is, and how  
much work you need to put in based on where you should be.

QUALITIES BEGINNER EMERGING SCALING MATURE
Team  
composition

Primarily  
customer  
support  
(reactive)

CS is separate from 
support. CS begins 
to own or coordinate 
onboarding.  
CSM becomes a 
defined role. 

Emerging +
Head of CS hired.
CSMs partially/fully 
manage renewal and/
or upsell. 

Scaling +
Strategic VP of CS (who has mapped out  
customer experience for robust customer  
journey understanding)

CS team size 1-3 people 4-6 people 7-10 people
VP+ on executive team

11+ people
VP+ on executive team

Team actions Do what it 
takes to keep 
customers 
happy on an 
ad hoc basis

Emerging, yet vague 
definitions of key  
activities. 

CSMs have defined  
responsibilities but 
actions are siloed

Customer success coordinates cross- 
departmental actions focused on driving  
adoption, usage, renewal, upsell, etc.

Process Reactive 
stance – 
based on 
inbound 
requests

Rudimentary or lack 
of automated pro-
cess (e.g. timing, out-
reach, messaging)

Some processes  
codified (e.g. renewals  
are automated) CSM 
has revenue or  
renewal responsibility.

System in place for continuous improvement  
(e.g. regular review of CSM activities). Predictive 
around renewal, upsell, churn. Utilize influencer 
maps (for enterprise deals) with alerts for when 
changed. Utilize customer whitespace maps to 
identify areas of opportunity.

Onboarding No defined 
or very basic 
onboarding

Individual CSMs 
driving onboarding 
success separately

Company-wide 
defined onboarding 
process/strategy

Onboarding gates/milestones are clearly  
identified and observed. Separate onboarding or 
enablement team may exist.

CS Metrics Retention 
(logo, gross, 
net)

Beginner + 
Average revenue per 
account, NPS

Emerging +
Usage (specific 
product features or 
platforms), customer 
health (can be  
manual or subjective),
time-to-value

Scaling +
Customer health (scored & weighted),
measuring ROI from organizational and  
customer perspective, referrals, clear  
delineation/focus on top 3-5 KPIs

Where am I in customer success maturity? 

In our experience, most SaaS companies should at least be endeavoring to move beyond the beginner 
stage by the time they are reaching $3-4M in ARR. Up until this point, the focus is primarily on new  
customer acquisition. At this benchmark, a company needs to start thinking critically about expansion 
within the install base—precisely why and when the customer success function becomes critical.
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Once again, there is no one-size-fits-all solution in customer success. A company with hundreds of 
customers with relatively large price tags is going to have a fundamentally different strategy from a 
company with tens of thousands of customers paying much lower amounts. Some examples of the 
differences that exist between SMB and enterprise companies are in the table below. Note that these 
are not must-haves, but rather, what we commonly see in our own portfolio.

BEST PRACTICE SMB APPROACH ENTERPRISE APPROACH

Customer health scoring Largely automated, with some elements of 
human touch

Mix of automated and elements of  
human touch to reflect complex  
elements of high-value accounts

QBRs On ad hoc basis or only conducted with 
top-tier customers

Regular, proactive, and scheduled 
In marketplace companies, tend to only 
be held by AEs with sellers (sometimes 
CSMs with buyers)

Workload per CSM More accounts per CSM (e.g. 150 per CSM) Fewer accounts per CSM or AE (e.g. 5-10 
per), but tends to translate to higher ARR 
per CSM or AE (e.g. $2.5-$5M per)

Onboarding Conducted by CSM or automated Sometimes conducted by CSM; typically 
conducted by separate onboarding 
 specialist in concert with CSM

Variable compensation Tends to be a lower percentage of OTE Tends to be a higher percentage of OTE

Renewal Reach-out by CSM begins ~45 days  
before renewal

Reach-out by CSM begins at least  
90 days before renewal

Customization Typically low Typically medium/high – have a clearly 
defined process and journey, may cater 
to unique needs of enterprise accounts 
(especially if a lighthouse customer)

How should I adapt my strategy in  
SMB vs. Enterprise?
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Use our table below to identify possible future initiatives, depending on the maturity of your  
current customer success function. These initiatives should be “quick wins,” initiatives that  
should have high impact, while being relatively feasible to execute. 

MATURITY EXAMPLE INITIATIVES

BEGINNER 
(refer to p. 7-9, 12-13, 
21-22, 24)

•  Start tracking NPS: you can launch an NPS survey in less than 2 days
•  Uniformly track, re-visit, discuss retention (logo, gross, net), and set accompanying goals
•  Improve onboarding (e.g. reduce length)

EMERGING 
(refer to p. 12-13, 18, 
20-22, 24)

•   Concretely define onboarding success criteria (before a customer “graduates”) – don’t consider an 
onboarding process complete until all of the criteria is met

•  Map the customer journey (from the customer’s perspective) to improve engagement milestones
•  Improve onboarding (e.g. improve Time-To-Value)

SCALING 
(refer to p. 12-13, 17-18, 
20, 22)

•   Define a renewal cadence (for reach-out regarding renewal/upsell) and ensure CSM reps are  
adhering to the prescribed cadence

•   Evaluate compensation and its impact on customer retention via how it incents AMs/CSMs in  
our organization

MATURE 
(refer to p. 12-13, 15, 24)

•   Incorporate additional metrics from the Customer Health section of this growth hack into your own 
health score algorithm (applicable to all levels of maturity)

•   Identify ways the customer health score has failed to be predictive, analyze the circumstance(s),  
and find ways to improve the scoring algorithm

•  Improve methods for identifying expansion opportunities (and quantification thereof)

 
Regardless of your context, driving additional revenue from existing customers becomes  
exceedingly important as any company scales. This underscores the importance of continuously 
maturing the customer success model as you grow revenues. If there is anything we can do to  
help your business move up the customer success maturity ladder, please let us know!

Where do I start?  
(quick wins, based on your maturity)
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 * Focus of this growth hack

Go-to-Market:
New Customer  

Acquisition

Strategy

New customer growth strategy

Channel strategy/introductions

International expansion

People
Sales & Marketing (S&M) organizational design (roles, responsibilities, territories)

S&M hiring, development, retention

S&M compensation design & benchmarking

Process
S&M process design & implementation

S&M pipeline management and forecasting (e.g., lead ranking)

Tools S&M systems/services selection, implementation, integration

Go-to-Market:
Existing  

Customer 
Growth

Strategy Existing customer growth strategy design

People
Account Management (AM) & Customer Success (CS) hiring, development, retention

AM & CS compensation design & benchmarking *

Process AM & CS process design & implementation *

Tools
AM & CS enablement (e.g., health scoring) *

AM & CS systems/services selection, implementation, integration

M&A

Strategy Acquisition strategy design 

People Strategic introductions 

Process
Diligence process assistance 

Transaction process assistance 

Foundations

Strategy Long-term growth strategy design

People

Overall organization design

Executive hiring, development, retention

Executive compensation design & benchmarking

Culture & benefits

Process
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), dashboarding, benchmarking 

Financial and board reporting process design

Tools Non-GTM systems/services selection, implementation, integration

Product & Tech
Strategy

Product strategy and roadmap development

Pricing & packaging strategy

People Product & dev hiring

Exit

Strategy Exit strategy design

People Strategic introductions

Process
Diligence process assistance

Transaction process assistance

BEST PRACTICES FROM 60+ PORTFOLIO COMPANIES‘ GROWTH JOURNEYS


